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Abstract. In the paper a new method of railway subgrade investigation is analysed. Contact loss between track and 
subgrade in vertical plane is considered. During the roadbed investigations the rail is jacked up using a plate called 
,VSS". It is assumed that variable temperatures have influence on the rail which is laid on a curved roadbed. Elasticity 
of the railway roadbed is calculated. Finally formulas and dependences of various types of track structures are obtained. 
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1. Introduction 

Since 1994 modernisation of E-20 line is being done 
in Poland. Geotechnical investigation of sub grade is based 
mainly on measuring modulus of elasticity (beyond stan
dard geotechnical research - exploratory bore-holes, 
sounding, laboratory studies) [1-3]. This method, when 
VSS plate with equipment is used, gives the occasion to 
static pressure on layer of roadbed. Usually a plate of 
30 em diameter is used. 

Before railway line reconstruction geotechnical re
search of roadbed was carried out. During the research 
the problem of measurement of elasticity modulus arose. 
As the trains pass the rail track, it is impossible to use 
optional counterbalance. That's why mainly the weight 
of track is used to carry out measurements. The scheme 
of the first way of research is shown in Fig 1. 

There are some doubts about this method (first of 
all a very heavy supporting rail (4)- difficult transport
ing and fitting, no direct support of the rail (arose off
centre) and rail movement - (changing state of track). 
Because of that brand a new method of measurement 
was created [ 4]. 

2. Research using the new method 

The new method is applied using a channel bar fas
tened to the ends of neighbouring sleepers. It results in 
reducing the movement of track (supported directly above 
the tested point) and deviation from the centre (Fig 2). 

2 

a) 

6 

Fig 1. Equipment used during the first measurement: a) 
plan, b) profile. I -- stiff plate, 2 - tripod, 3 - steel bars 
to fasten gauges, 4 - supporting rail, 5 - hydraulic lift, 
6 - gauges, 7 - stiffing ring, 8 - hydraulic pump 
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Fig 2. Diagram of the investigated section: a) horizontal 
view; b) longitudinal section 

3. Contact loss between railway track and subgrade 
in vertical plane 

3.1. Model description 

In this model track is regarded as a clamped beam. 
In the analysis, lateral applied force, preliminary curve 
and flexibility of subgrade are considered. It is assumed 
that: 

1) sub grade is flexible; 
2) beam length modification is neglected; 
3) only half of external force (Q) affects the beam 

(symmetric configuration); 
4) influence of shear force (T) on system of internal 

active force is neglected. 
Computed track is loaded by a continuous load g 

(weight of track) and concentrated force Q (repair ma
chines or testing equipment). 

The following configuration is calculated [5]: 
- track as a heavy beam (weight, g); 
- bending stiffness in vertical plane EI; 
- compression by lateral force H; 
- the track is laid on the curved Winkler's roadbed 

(with radius R0) with railway ballast at roadbed 
coefficient (k) per length segment of the track. 
The track is lifted by external force (Q) (for ex-

ample, during research of roadbed) on length (I) (Fig 3) 
[5]. 

Because of the system symmetry, only the right side 
of the beam CBD is considered [6]. 

3.2. Static and mathematical analysis 

For the interval CB (bar without roadbed contact, 
Fig 3) we obtained a differential equation: 

d2y Q g·x2 
El · ·· = M c + H · (f - y) + · x-

~2 2 2 
(1) 
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Fig 3. Computed model 

For interval BD (bar with roadbed contact, in Fig 3) 
we have obtained: 

H d 2 v k k g 
El d X 2 + El 

0 

y( X) = El 
0 

y p + E/ 
(2) 

where a slightly curved roadbed deflection is given as a 
function: 

x2 
.vo=--, 

2· R0 

where R0 - radius of a curved Winkler's roadbed. 

(3) 

Finally, the equation of deformed beam for interval 
CB is: 

d 4 y H d 2 y g 
=--·----· 

dx 4 El dx: 2 El 

After substitution: 

~2 = H 
E·l 

Final solution of the calculated equation ( 4) is: 

2 

(4) 

(5) 

g·x 
y = A-sin~x+B·cos~x+C+D·x- . (6) 

2·H 

Four unknowns A, B, C and D we obtain from the 
following boundary conditions: 

dv 
X= O· 0 = 0 

'dx ' 
(7) 

(8) 
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Considering the above dependences we obtain: 
from the first condition 

Q 
A=- ---. 

2·H·~' 
(9) 

from the second condition 

(10) 

Finally we obtain the following form of equation 
(without the unknowns B and C): 

") 
Q . Q g ·X-

V = - - - . Sin ~X+ B . cos ~X+ c + . X-
. 2·H·~ 2·H 2·H 

2 g·x 

2·H 
(11) 

Doing similar assumptions for the interval BD (2) 
we obtain a solution in local coordinate system: 

where 

2 
· (C · sin(<p2;) + D · cos(<p2 ;) )--x-- _f, (12) 

2·Ro k 

1 [I; H . - +--. (13) 
2 El 4· El 

We have four unknowns A, B, C and D from 
the following boundary conditions: 

x=oo~y=yp, (14) 

dy dyp 
x=oo~ ~ = -. (15) 

dx dx 

Considering the above dependences we obtain: 
from the first and second conditions: 

C= D=O. (16) 

The solution has a similar form (without A i B ): 

y = e -cp1 x · (:4 · sin( tp2;) + B ·cos( 1P2;)) + 

g 

k" (17) 

Considering the whole beam CBD with intervals CB 
and BD, we have to find the following unknowns: B and 
C for the interval CB; A and B for the interval BD. 

Boundary conditions in butt joint for segments CB 
and BD are: 

l 
x= ·x=O 

2' 

1° y(l) = y(O) and 2° dY_ 1 = d~ 1-_ , (18) 
2 dx x=- dx x-O 

2 

2 2-
3od_ Y =d Yl_ 

., I -2 x=O and 
dx- x=2 dx 

The contact condition [ 1 0] has to be taken into con
sideration as well: 

0 l 
5 y =yporazyO=yp. 

2 
(19) 

From the first of the four conditions we obtained 
the system of four non-linear equations with four un
knowns. 

From the condition 5° we have: 

yO=yp. 

The following equation is obtained: 

B= g. 
k 

(20) 

(21) 

Substituting the dependences shown above, we ob
tained the system of non-linear equations: 

Q_ ·sin~-! +B·cos~·l +C+ Q·l-
2·H·~ 2 2 4·H 

g .[2 
= 0. (22) 

8·H ' 

II 
Q ~-[ . ~-[ g·l 

- -- · -- - B · ~ · Sin - - - -A- <1'2 = 
2·H 2 2 2·H 

g·<pl_ _ _ Q_ g·<pl Q 
k 2-H-A-<p2 =---k -2-H; (23) 

Ill 
Q·~ ·sin~-! -B-~2 ·cos P·l + 
2·H 2 2 

(24) 

IV 

Q·~2 ~-[ 3 . ~-[ 2 3 
·COS ---

2
-- +B·~ ·Sin -

2 
-A-(3·<pl ·<p2 -<p2) = 

2·H 

g . ( -<pf + 3. <I' I . <p~) 
-- ---

k 
(25) 

In this system we have the following unknowns: B, 
C, l, A ~ (for segment BD in place of A ). 

Analysing the obtained non-linear system (for ex
ample, using Newton's method or special computer pro
gram [7]), it is possible to obtain the diagram of track 
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deflection (11, 17). Also diagram of external force M 
can be obtained. 

M =( -A-sin(~·x)-~2 -B·cos~·x)-~2 -! }£/. (26) 

4. Stable equilibrium analysis of compressed and lifted 
rail, laid on initial curved subgrade under the influ
ence of temperature 

The profile of maintained railway is given in Fig 4a. 
It shows an approximate distribution of initial deflection 
of railway in vertical plane [7, 8]. 

a) 

b) 

A B 

A B 

y 

~f _ mulmal railway track 
liflinlabon subgrad~ 

, _ ,. _ p~s~UN zane or railway 
tnlck to subgrade 

X 

Fig 4. Schematic diagram: a) interval of the maintained 
railway, b) analytical diagram 

The main problem is to determine an adequate ana
lytical model suitable for the effects discussed above. 
While selecting the proper analytical scheme, we have 
to remember that our diagram was suitable for railway 
behaviour under real conditions. Also, we have to take 
into account all active forces applied to the system con
sidered. Because of that the most approximate model was 
shown in Fig 4b [8]. 

4.1. Analytical diagram 

We define the equilibrium state of initial deformed 
rail interval with the following properties (Fig 4b): pon
derable beam (g), bending stiffness in vertical plane (EJ), 
longitudinally compressed thermic force (H), lifted by a 
vertical force (Q), laid on local curved roadbed, at de-

flection (f) and wave length (/). The influence of road
bed vertical flexibility on the bar deformed axis is ne
glected. 

The considered local convex curve of roadbed is 
given as a function: 

Yo = ~ -( 1-cos( 
2 ·~: · x ) } (27) 

The approximated form of rail axis deformed in the 
whole length contact loss has a similar form specified as 
a function: 

.v= L\{ ·(1-cose·~:·x )} (28) 

where L\f is the height of movement of curved rail. 
The state of considered configuration can be defined 

by the following equation (according to variation rule of 
LAGRANGE - minimum of potential energy) [9]: 

o(V- T) = 0, 

where 
V - elastic energy of system ( Vg + V M), 
Vg- elastic energy due to weight of track, 
V M - elastic energy due to bending moments, 

(29) 

T - energy of external forces produced an effect on 
the system (TH+TQ), 

T H - energy due to compressed force of system, 
TQ- energy due to lifted force of system [10]. 
Using data from Fig 4 and formulas for V and T 

(see above), it was obtained: 

1 4 2 1 
V = - ·7t · N · El + · g ·lo · N , (30) 

Uo )3 2 

T = 1 . H ·1t2 . N. (2. fo + N) + Q. N . 
4 10 

(31) 

Using variation rule of LAGRANGE we obtain: 

whereas 

g. Uo )2 2. Q ·lo 
fo- 2 +-2--

N = 1t . H 1t . H (32) 

( H;R )-1 

4 -rr2 
· El 

HKR = . ----
(/o )2 

(33) 

Denote value of critical force H for clamped
clamped beam (Fig 4b ). 

Taking into consideration Fig 4b and N we ob
tain the dependence for axis railway deflection: 

(34) 
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where where 

I Oo )4 
!g = 

4 
· g · ( 

4 
) -the approximated rail deflec-

\1t · El 
tion in the interval !0 due to weight of track for clamped
clamped beam, 

I ~~ . . . f Q = · Q · ( 4 -- ) - approximated rail deflectiOn 
2 1t . El 

in the internal /0 due to force Q for clamped-clamped 
beam. 

In the non-dimensional system the dependence (34) 
has the following form: 

f 
foK 

fo -(JJL)4 +m· 
foK loK 

1-(JJL )2 
loK 

(35) 

The three characteristic relationships from formula 
(35) are calculated by the following dependences: 

4 · El · g {EJ 2 · Q 
foK = H 2 ; l0K = 2 · n · V H ; w = g .(36) 

4.2. Minimum definition of the contact loss between 
rail and subgrade caused by lifted force 

Taking into account the dependences shown above, 
it is possible to define the minimum value of the lifted 
force Q. This force results in full loss of contact be
tween rail and roadbed when track weight is insufficient. 

For N ::; 0 (32) (effect of full contact between rail 
and subgrade), we have 

(37) 

4.3. Definition of permissible convex curve radius on 
site 

From the relationship (32), it is possible to deter
mine condition of rail proper behaviour when: 

H 
Rp ~0,5· ' (38) 

g 

where Rp -convex curve radius on site calculated from 
the formula: 

1 (g ·Ia - 2 · Q) 
R P = 2 ·lo . (to . (nz . ;)) . 

Curve radius for rail is defined: 

m·n·H 
Rd = 0,5· --

g 

(39) 

(40) 

m - coefficient considering the influence of braking 
forces caused by trains, n - safety coefficient. 

4.4. Definition of admissible railway track lifting 

Values tl.fmax, when lo < loK and tl.fmin, when 
10 > loK have to be defined. They can be obtained from 
the following formulas: 

. _ fo {I! r- foK -[t r 
tl.fmax,mm- l-(JJL)2 + 

loK 

(41) 

l-(JJL)2 
loK 

is substituted as follows: 

lo =~l±Jl-_fo , 
loK foK 

(42) 

whereas sign "-" denotes tl.f max , and "+" denotes tl.f min . 

Using the obtained relationship (41) and deflection 
value for lifted rail from the formulas (22-25), it is pos
sible to determine the diagram of admissible rail lift
ing- Fig 5. 
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Fig 5. Diagram of admissible rail lifting 

5. Conclusions 

I. Non-linear equation system (22-25) was obtained. 
Influence of various conditions (for example, subgrade 
flexibility or its initial curve) is taken into account for 
the final form of deformed railway track axis. 
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2. Performing calculations (k~oo) model of stiffed 
roadbed (non-flexible) was obtained [7, 11]. 

3. Using formula (26) it is possible to define the 
diagram of bending moments (stresses) on optional in
tersection of rail during its permissible movements. 

4. When temperature is maximum ( l':.t max = 45 °C}, 

measurements of modulus of elasticity are impossible. 
5. When the temperature increase is l':.t = 20 °C 

above the fastening temperature, rail movement can reach 
a value of even 8 em at fo = 2 em and 10 "' 23 m 
(wooden sleepers). 

6. Permissible convex curve radius for rail on 
wooden cross-beams tie is Rd = 467,962 m. Also convex 
curve radius on site (39) has to satisfy dependence (38) 
extended at formula ( 40). 

7. For rail movement on wooden sleepers, when VSS 
plate is used, it is possible to do safety measurements 

when the increase of temperature is 1':.1 max = 28 °C above 
the fastening temperature (Fig 5). 
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